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Race, ethnicity, and class issues in Fiji soccer 
1980-2015 

 
This article explores the race and class issues which continue to define Fiji soccer and 
perplex its stakeholders up to the present day. Cultural hegemony is clearly present 
with indigenous Fijian ex-star players finding it difficult to reach positions of status in 
administration and management after their playing careers end; this usually condemns 
them to a life of village-based poverty and (from a secular western standpoint) 
unemployment. The Fiji-Indian community (37.5% of the total population) ‘controls’ 
the game, and indigenous Fijian stars are basically accepted as players but not as 
managers or administrators. Although deliberate racism is probably not common, the 
game’s culture is imbued with a ‘racial feeling’, to quote the ex-Ba and Fiji player (and 
Fiji-Indian) Julie Sami, and is exclusionary in its effects. Fiji-Indian stereotypes of 
indigenous Fijians as lazy, ill-disciplined, and prone to drunkenness mirror white 
stereotypes about black footballers referred to in prior literature.   

 
Keywords: Cultural hegemony; Fiji-Indians; Fiji Islands; Fiji soccer; Indigenous Fijians; 
Pacific Islands; Post-colonialism; Soccer and race; Stacking. 
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Introduction 

This article, by interviewing ex-star players from the 1980s, explores the race and class issues 

which continue to define Fiji soccer and perplex its stakeholders up to the present day. 

Cultural hegemony is clearly present with indigenous Fijian ex-star players finding it difficult 

to reach positions of status in administration and management after their playing careers are 

over; this usually condemns them to a life of village-based poverty and (from a secular 

western standpoint) unemployment. The Fiji-Indian community (37.5% of the total 

population1) ‘controls’ the game, and indigenous Fijian stars are accepted as players but not 

as managers or as administrators which can be viewed as a form of ‘covert stacking’.2 The 

broader concept of ‘stacking’ is defined by Giulianotti3 as:  

 
[T]he placement of white athletes in central positions associated with intelligence, decision 
making, leadership, calmness and dependability and the location of non-whites in peripheral 
positions requiring explosive physical powers (especially speed), unpredictability and infrequent 
participation. 

 

Stacking has been empirically documented across a wide range of sports and national and 

cultural settings. In a pioneering early study, Loy and McElvogue found that black athletes 

are over-represented in outfield positions (and under-represented in the other positions) 

whereas, in American football, blacks are over-represented in defence and offence backfield.4 

In English soccer, Maguire documented that black players were under-represented in central 

midfield; instead, they mostly played as attacking wingers where the main requirements are 

speed and exciting performances.5 In Brazil, it has been widely acknowledged that 

‘unpredictable’ and ‘unreliable’ black players are rarely viewed as being suitable goalkeeper 

material.6 Hallinan found that Aboriginal players in Australian Rules football and rugby-

league are stacked into non-central positions.7 Similarly, Miller pointed out that Polynesian 

players in New Zealand 15s rugby are often perceived as lacking mental coolness which 

affects the positions which they are allotted on the field.8 In Scottish football recently, 

newspapers made continual references to Alfredo Morelos and his so-called ‘South American 

temperament’. Consider the following example from late 2018: ‘Rangers star Alfredo 

Morelos is like having another baby in the family jokes Daniel Candeias … Yet, he is also 

aware his [Morelos’] fiery South American temperament is one of his biggest …’ In a second 

example, also in The Scottish Sun, Morelos is referred to as a ‘Colombian hitman’, which 

conjures up images for the reader of drug cartels and death squads.9 In a Guardian Sport 

Online article, Rugari (2014) mocks the backwardness of Fiji, as a country; Nadi as an 
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aspiring but allegedly confused tourist town; and Prince Charles Park, Nadi as a football 

stadium; indigenous Fijians’ temperaments are also referred to when Australian players 

discuss the on-field riot at the December 1988 World Cup qualifier second match won 5-1 by 

Australia.10 

As a theoretical extension of the ‘stacking’ concept, ‘covert stacking’ ‘excludes non-

whites from executive, managerial and coaching roles throughout sport’.11 Although 

deliberate conscious racism is probably not commonplace, the culture of the Fijian game is 

imbued with a ‘racial feeling’, to quote the ex-Ba and Fiji player (and Fiji-Indian) Julie Sami, 

and is exclusionary in its effects and consequences. Hence indigenous Fijians tend to believe 

that ‘it is not their sport’ and that ‘the sport is not for them’. Fiji-Indians might cite the 

dominance of indigenous Fijians in the rugby games, at top administrative and managerial 

levels, but this argument fails to convince as this fact does not help an indigenous Fijian with 

a love of soccer to progress in her/his chosen sport. As at 28 July 2019, two (six) out of the 

eight national-league first-division coaches were indigenous Fijians (Fiji-Indians) (the same 

number as five years earlier), although the percentage of indigenous players, at the top level, 

was around 75% in the 1980s and is probably higher than that today.12  

Fiji-Indian stereotypes of indigenous Fijians as being lazy and ill-disciplined and prone to 

drunkenness (or at least too committed to customary traditional obligations and 

commitments) mirror white stereotypes about black footballers referred to in prior literature. 

Despite this, the game does offer opportunities for mixing and the formation of genuine life-

long friendships across racial lines to an extent probably greater than in Fiji society as a 

whole. One example is the friendship of ex-Airport Soccer Club president and Nadi Soccer 

Association vice-president, Bobby Tikaram, with the ex-Nadi and Fiji star player, Henry 

Dyer, which has lasted since Dyer’s first game with Airport in 1981 (a 2-0 win over Blues 

Soccer Club at Nadi Sangam School Grounds) right up until the present. Both still live in the 

Nadi area. Furthermore, the adulation shown to ex-indigenous stars from Fiji-Indians 

overseas and in the country, whilst usually not having a monetary side, does help the self-

image of those ex-players involved who feel that they are not forgotten by the fans although 

they might be by the administration. (This is especially the case in Ba Town aka Ba Soccer 

Town, the town in Western Fiji where soccer has the largest per capita following and the 

most dedicated supporters. Ba Town has a museum where one wall is dedicated to a timeline 

historical narrative of Ba Soccer complete with historic photographs from the various eras.) A 

Fiji-Indian lawyer, from Western Fiji, famously once said that the administration treats its 

star players like ‘tea-bags’, an interesting analogy in a country which was a British colony up 
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until 1970. The implication is that the players are used up and then discarded once their best 

playing days are over. The racial aspect (unstated but probably implied here) is that most 

administrators are Fiji-Indians whereas most players are indigenous Fijians from what 

western sociologists might term the working-class (‘villagers’ in Fijian parlance).  

This article considers primarily the situations of ex-national-league and national-team 

players from a relatively stable and successful time period in Fiji’s soccer history, 1980-1989. 

Although effectively an amateur game13, public enthusiasm for the sport, especially among 

the Fiji-Indian community, was very high and the standard of the game was also very good 

by historic local and regional standards. The national-league, established in 1977, and the 

various national knock-out cup competitions, saw arch-rivals from the west of Fiji, Ba and 

Nadi, compete for and share honours in the first part of the decade. Later, it was the turn of 

the perennial also-rans Nadroga to achieve success, while Western Fiji powerhouse Lautoka 

had several good years in the middle of the decade. One reason for the popularity of soccer in 

this era was that the most successful teams on the field (Ba, Lautoka, and Nadi) were also, by 

and large, the best supported teams. Western Fiji is one of the country’s two main sugar-cane 

producing regions (in addition to the north coast of the second island, Vanua Levu) where the 

Fiji-Indian population, the chief soccer-supporting community, has traditionally been a 

majority. Since Fiji-Indians are the main soccer supporters, this explains why the four cane-

belt teams, Ba, Labasa (from Vanua Levu), Lautoka, and Nadi, all have strong followings. In 

1970, prior to mass Fiji-Indian emigration, following the two military coups of 1987, Lautoka 

City had a Fiji-Indian majority, as Ba Town continues to have in the present day. Nadi 

(population 42,284) is the most western of these three coastal towns, 35.6 kilometres south-

west from Lautoka City (population 52,500) and 60.7 kilometres south-west from Ba 

(population 14,596).14  

The Fiji national team was relatively successful in the 1980s too. The legendary German 

journeyman manager (or ‘coach’ in Fijian and Australian parlance), Rudi Gutendorf, arrived 

on the national scene in 1983 after a failed stint in Australia; he introduced tactical astuteness 

and technical refinements to the team as well as boosting the self-confidence of the players 

due to both his personal style and his track record. The team narrowly lost 1-0 to a strong 

Tahiti team, under controversial circumstances, in the 1983 South Pacific Games Final in 

Apia, under Gutendorf. Fiji also defeated New Zealand 2-0 in Suva on 16 August 1983.15 

Later, with Gutendorf’s influence still present to some degree, Fiji defeated Newcastle United 

(England) 3-0 in Nadi on 26 May 1985; New Zealand 2-0 in Lautoka on 17 November 1988; 
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New Zealand 1-0 in Ba on 19 November 1988; and Australia 1-0 in Nadi on 26 November 

1988.16 I discuss the Newcastle United match in detail in a later section of this article. 

Through a large number of personal interviews and conversations, conducted over the 

period 2014-2019, the ex-Nadi Jetsetters, Lautoka Blues, and Fiji star Henry Dyer was of 

great assistance to the author in preparing this article. However, I understand that his 

perspective is naturally a function of his self-identifications as part of both the part-

European17 and indigenous Fijian communities and as an ex-Nadi and Lautoka player. As a 

result, the research process also involved interviews with five ex-Ba players (including one 

Fiji-Indian to attempt to get a variety of ethnic perspectives); one ex-Nadi player; one ex-

Nadi vice-president (Bobby Tikaram); one ex-Ba president (Vinod Patel); one ex-Nadi team 

doctor (Dr Raymond Fong), and the Fiji General Workers’ Union (FGWU) president (Pravin 

Sharma) who is also a long-time Ba Soccer supporter.  

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background 

information; Section 3 offers the theoretical perspective of ‘ironic detachment’; Section 4 

explores race and class issues in Fiji soccer; Section 5 is a discussion section; Section 6 

reviews Fiji’s 3-0 1985 friendly win over Newcastle United; and Section 7 concludes. 

 

Background 

Please note that this Background section draws upon the previously published article on Fiji 

soccer history by James and Nadan (2019).18 

The organization and structure of Fiji soccer and the national-league 

It is important to point out here that, as a legacy of British colonial and Australian 

imperialistic influences, Fiji Soccer is administered on an association basis with the 

associations representing provinces in most instances and being responsible for the running of 

the game, at senior and junior levels, within their respective boundaries. It is a similar model 

to Australian and New Zealand 15s rugby, English county cricket, and Australian Sheffield 

Shield (state-versus-state, four-day) cricket. There are over twenty soccer associations in Fiji 

and, of course, not all these associations have a team in the national-league (first-division); 

some smaller and remote associations compete in the national-league second-division. 

Crucially, the national-league teams represent their associations, and so they may be 

correctly termed association or district teams. They should not be called clubs or club teams. 

Clubs exist in Fiji at the level immediately below the association or district teams, and there 

is a National Club Championship but this competition is of minimal interest to supporters. 
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The structure of Fiji soccer’s tournaments  

One important development which should be mentioned here is the concept of ‘soccer 

tourism’ whereby Fiji-Indians now living overseas (twice-migrants) time their holidays back 

to the islands to coincide with one of the three national-league cup tournaments which are the 

Fiji FACT tournament, held earliest in the calendar year; the Battle of the Giants (BOG), held 

around the end of July; and the most important and long-standing Inter-district Competition 

(IDC), held in October, which dates back to 1938.19 These three uniquely-Fijian tournaments 

are held over a period of two or three weeks; group-stage games are played in the host-city 

(or occasionally at other venues) and then semi-finals and the final are played in the host-city 

over the same weekend. These tournaments involve only the eight national-league (first-

division) teams and the group stages involve two groups of four divided according to region. 

A Master tournament is often run concurrently and is an important social event bringing 

many ex-players back to the islands from overseas. These three tournaments are totally self-

contained and the best comparison is the World Cup format. The regular national-league 

season stretches for most of the calendar year and so there are four major trophies up for 

grabs annually. The national-league presently has two divisions and features promotion and 

relegation after a play-off game(s). The IDC is the most prestigious and traditional trophy; 

but the national-league is seen as the sternest test of a team’s ability over a complete season.  

The three annual knock-out tournaments resemble traditional cultural festivals in that the 

soccer community heads to one city for a weekend or a week of networking, relaxing, 

drinking, and socialising. Earnest discussions of matches continue at the host-city’s pubs on 

Saturday and Sunday nights and, unlike in the West, ex-managers and ex-players are 

frequently seen and will engage in lively and informed debate with old friends and basically 

anyone who includes them in a drinks round. Similarly, Gorman20 describes the indigenous 

Australian annual rugby-league knock-out tournaments, which seem similar in spirit and 

purpose, such as the Murri Carnival and the Koori Knockout. As Gorman21 writes: ‘Together, 

these two rugby league tournaments represent the largest gathering of Indigenous people in 

the country, eclipsing all other cultural festivals.’ Fiji-Indian émigrés attend these annual Fiji 

soccer tournaments in significant numbers, as ‘soccer tourists’; the men ‘escape’ to the soccer 

stadiums while the women and children socialise at home with their Fiji-based relatives. 

There are also teams and competitions, which use the names of Fijian national-league teams, 

operating in various Western countries (e.g. Vancouver Nadi, Sydney Rewa). These 

competitions are nearly exclusively made up of Fiji-Indian émigrés, and the occasional 
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indigenous Fijian émigré, and their second-generation offspring; and serve a role similar to 

the Croatian, Greek, and Italian soccer clubs in Australia (although they usually play only 

other ‘Fijian teams’ rather than teams representing other parts of the world).22  

 

Introducing Henry Dyer (born 1962) 

The aggressive central-midfielder, Henry Dyer, famed for his charisma, mixed-race good 

looks (he is of mixed British and indigenous Fijian heritage), and bad-boy rebellious streak, 

was a key player in the 1980-1989 era and he is still highly revered among older fans today. 

He famously left Nadi Jetsetters to join neighbouring-city team and arch-rival, Lautoka 

Blues, for two seasons in the mid-1980s, and he was a key factor behind the Lautoka revival 

in those years alongside other star players Sam Lal, Niko Lilo, Wally Mausio, and Sam 

Work.23 In the twilight of his career, Dyer returned to Nadi but his second stint in the airport 

town failed to match the success of his first stint; and Nadi had a much weaker squad by that 

stage too. Major incidents involving Dyer include: his dropping from the Fiji team to play 

Australia in 1988 due to his alleged involvement with a motor vehicle which was allegedly 

involved in a crime in the capital-city of Suva; police arriving at Lautoka’s Churchill Park to 

apprehend him in the minutes prior to a match; and his alleged involvement in later years 

with a Chinese nightclub owner based in Nadi and a robbery at a Lautoka jewellery store 

(ironically located just across the road from Churchill Park).  

These events stigmatized and marginalized Dyer in the sport, and led to him not being 

trusted by Fiji-Indians. His subcultural capital24 is now much lower in Fiji soccer circles 

(although he remains a beloved figure among Nadi fans). He has never served in a managerial 

capacity other than his involvement with the now defunct Sweats Soccer Club, an indigenous 

Fijian village-based club which played in the Nadi Soccer Association club competition for a 

few years in the 1990s (source: author’s interviews with Dyer, 19 June and 10 July, 2014). 

(As mentioned earlier, the clubs in the Nadi Soccer competition, such as the also now defunct 

Airport, operate one level or tier below the national-league.)  
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Theoretical framework – Ironic detachment 

A common approach to life among indigenous Fijians is ironic detachment where there is a 

feeling that life is difficult to control and anticipate, and inequality will always exist with the 

powerful being remote and unaccountable. With four military coups since 1987, and the ex-

military government now having reinvented itself as the democratic Fiji First party, cynicism 

towards governments and elites is ever present. But this is mixed with the feudal attitude of 

respect for authority, an attitude which is encouraged by church teachings. The Fiji-Indians, 

too, respect authority, in part due to Hindu and Muslim beliefs, and so Fiji is an example of a 

very hierarchical society. Anger is socially unacceptable and so we often get displays of 

anger followed by fairly immediate and exaggerated responses of repentance and apology, or 

we get, equally if not more commonly, ironic detachment. Non-indigenous people tend to 

fear and mock both indigenous Fijians’ anger displays25 and the exaggerated repentance 

which follows, and both aspects play into stereotypes about indigenous Fijians which may 

work to harm the chances of indigenous soccer players moving into managerial and 

administrative roles post-retirement. On the other hand, indigenous Fijians fear that Chinese 

capital will come to dominate Fijian society and eventually become dominant over and 

against both European and Fiji-Indian capital (especially Gujarati capital, given that Gujaratis 

have been the dominant small business people for a hundred years). The ‘Gujies’26 might be 

capitalist oppressors but at least we understand them and we know how to negotiate and 

banter with them seems to be a common worldview amongst indigenous Fijians. In other 

words, incoming Chinese and Korean capital and businesspersons threaten to disturb the 

complex system of cultural hegemony which has been in place for over a century.  

The current government is both praised for reasonable results and viewed with cynicism as 

it has courted both Chinese and Indian capital, in particular, after it was given the cold 

shoulder by Australia and New Zealand after the 2006 military coup which saw the regime 

gain power for the first time.27 Its new rule that any Fiji citizen can be called a Fijian, 

whereas before this term was reserved for indigenous Fijians, was met with both repressed 

hostility and ironic detachment by the indigenous Fijians who now modify their behaviour to 

call themselves ‘Fijians’ among their own networks (e.g. see the quotes from Inia Bola, Meli 

Vuilabasa, and Semi Tabaiwalu in Section 4 of this article) and the official government 

approved word iTaukei (the indigenous word for Fijians with an ‘i’ for ‘indigenous’ added on 

to the front) in secular and business contexts. For many, the iTaukei term is a little bit too 

politically correct and contrived and smacks of social engineering and hidden agendas.  
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Then we have working-class Fiji-Indians who often work for subsistence wages for small 

Indian-run businesses. Cultural hegemony works against them too but they have at least a 

minimum of existential security through family, religious, and charitable networks. These 

people have the least chance of emigration and they represent a large percentage of domestic 

soccer supporters. Whereas indigenous Fijian poverty is hidden in the village, and everyone 

can fall back on the label of ‘subsistence farmer’ (unemployment is a western concept), 

poorer Fiji-Indians represent more of a traditional capitalist working-class or underclass; they 

live in towns and may work for long hours in low-paying jobs. They represent an urban type 

of poor not too dissimilar from Marxist understandings of proletariat and lumpenproletariat. 

There are also poor Fiji-Indian farmers, leasing small plots of land from indigenous 

landowners. They struggle economically due to low commodity prices, lack of consumer 

disposable income, tiny plots of land (much of it is hilly and the best soil is within a few 

kilometres of the coasts), homogenous products, climate change, and relatively primitive and 

outdated vehicles and equipment. 

A classic example of ironic detachment was at the 2014 BOG final in Suva between 

Lautoka Blues and Rewa Delta Tigers. Rewa’s large and passionate supporter base from the 

Suva satellite town of Nausori and its rural hinterland, were in full voice as fewer than 100 

Lautoka supporters had travelled from the western region for the game. One older Fiji-Indian 

gentleman was busily waving a Rewa red flag and running around, shouting loudly: ‘Rewa, 

Rewa, Rewa!’ During the game, Mr Frank Bainimarama, the prime minister, in election 

campaign mode, came with his entourage and they sat in front of the grandstand in large 

comfortable chairs facing the playing arena. The Fiji-Indian Rewa fan then spontaneously 

amended his battle cry (but not the rhythm or tune) to ‘Rewa, Rewa, Rewa, Fiji First!’ and 

the entire grandstand erupted in howls of laughter due to this carnivalesque interjection.28 

Was he a Fiji First supporter, Fiji First opponent or neutral? We will never know, and so his 

detachment (and personal security) remained intact. The irony was appreciated by the crowd. 

Was it a veiled way of saying: ‘Since you are here, Mister Prime Minister, we will give you 

face and respect. But, by the way, why are you here? Aren’t you a rugby fan? And, by the 

way, Rewa and soccer are far more important than the quagmire of self-interest which is Fiji 

politics.’ Other readings of the Rewa gentleman’s modified battle cry are, of course, more 

than possible; and that is what gave his interjection its raw power. 
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Race, ethnicity, and class 

I now turn to focus on the race and class issues which continue to define the game and 

perplex its stakeholders up to the present day. In particular, I bring to readers’ attention the 

complex and controversial ethnic mix of Fiji soccer where indigenous Fijians make up 56.8% 

of the population and 75% of national-league players (the 1982 IDC Final Ba team was 

72.7% indigenous Fijian29 while the Nadi team was 63.6%), but only a very small proportion 

of national-league level managers, coaches, and administrators. The national-league situation 

in 2014 was typical with six teams being managed by Fiji-Indians (75%) and two teams 

(25%) being managed by indigenous Fijians. As mentioned, by 28 July 2019, the names and 

faces might have changed but this depressing statistic had neither risen nor fallen. The 

reasons for the two-eighths statistic can, in my opinion, be largely put under the heading of 

cultural hegemony30, rather than deliberate racism. Hegemony is defined, according to the 

Open Education Sociology Dictionary, as: ‘The authority, dominance, and influence of one 

group, nation, or society over another group, nation, or society; typically through cultural, 

economic, or political means.’31 Because the Fiji-Indian community (37.5% of the 

population) ‘controls’ the running of the sport, at senior level, people naturally recommend 

and support other community members (whom they might know from other contexts too) for 

promotions and jobs in soccer coaching and administration. They have language, culture, 

race, and religion in common (Fiji-Indians are mostly Hindus and Muslims while indigenous 

Fijians are mostly Christians) and so they tend to naturally gel with each other more easily 

than they do with community outsiders. Furthermore, Fiji-Indians are over-represented as 

school-teachers and school-principals and hence ‘control’ the game at school and junior 

levels as well, which entrenches the position of the community as custodians of the game.  

Race and class are clearly correlated variables with a higher percentage of Fiji-Indians 

being part of a business, academic or professional elite compared to the indigenous Fijians. 

Within indigenous Fijian society, except for a few more westernized ones who live outside of 

the village system32, cultural capital33 is more a function of traditional customary authority 

and status rather than status conferred by the secular business world. Indigenous Fijians who 

are more stable financially tend to be school-teachers; or have employment in the police or 

military34 or in government administration. There are Fiji-Indians in every social stratum as 

well as you would expect for a 330,000 strong community. Dyer (interview, 1 October 2015) 

distinguishes between the working-class Fiji-Indian Sami brothers, who grew up alongside 

indigenous Fijians in the countryside hinterland of Ba, with Ba players of Fiji-Indian heritage 

who were business-people, such as Farouk Janeman and Vimlesh Singh (a son of the late 
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Sashi Mahendra Singh (1920-1990) of Ba Soccer and Ba Motor Parts).35 This latter category 

of people, says Dyer, did not mix as widely. Julie Sami, ex-Ba and Fiji player, feels alienated 

from the Ba and Fiji Soccer powerbrokers at present, and this is a class issue not a race issue. 

He is disappointed to receive free admission tickets only for home IDC matches and not for 

other home games or for away IDC fixtures (source: author’s interview with J. Sami, 1 

October 2015, Ba Town). An ex-Nadi player such as Dyer does not even receive this much 

from Nadi Soccer (as at October 2015). Both ex-players complain that, when coaching 

courses are held, typically information about them is given to insiders, via insider networks, 

rather than to the wider public via advertisements in news media. 

The Fiji Football Association (FFA) organized and held a Veterans’ Dinner in Nadi on 

Saturday, 4 October 2014, as part of that year’s IDC tournament festivities. Dyer and I 

attended; but strangely we observed very little interaction between ex-Nadi and ex-Ba players 

who, apart from the very sociable Lote Delai, remained on their side of the hall and did not 

interact. Dyer explained this by saying that the Nadi and Ba players were from different eras, 

Nadi players from the 1970s and early-1980s and Ba players from the late-1980s and 

onwards; the players did not interact as they did not know each other. This raised the question 

of why Dyer’s contemporaries from Ba did not attend: were they or were they not invited? As 

ex-star striker Inia Bola is in ill-health, and lives at or below the poverty line, he could not 

have gone to Nadi for the dinner without free transport and meals so the invitation per se was 

of little use; Ba is 61 kilometres away. Other indigenous Fijian ex-players are in a similar 

situation to Bola. Some ex-Ba players from Dyer’s era claim to have been notified about the 

dinner (Bola) while others (Meli Vuilabasa, Semi Tabaiwalu, and Julie Sami) claim not to 

have been notified, making this an unsolved mystery; who did FFA notify about the dinner 

and why these people and not the others? The situation of not notifying players about the 

dinner, and not providing free transport and meals for those notified (a free meal and drinks 

were provided but only at the dinner itself), suggests that FFA needs to do more for ex-

players than simply inviting (some of) them to events. The corporate-style of FFA and the 

traditional customary lifestyles (and poverty) of the indigenous Fijian ex-players clearly do 

not work well together; and a more sympathetic approach is needed. As Giulianotti36 writes 

about the British situation as a 2005: ‘While such [blatant] racism is now formally outlawed, 

institutionalized racism and structural exclusion remain.’ Giulianotti suggests that more 

ethnographic research needs to be done on race and sport issues outside of the Atlantic 

triangle of the U.S.A., U.K. and Caribbean.37
 To be fair to the FFA, I should point out that, at 
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the 2019 Battle of the Giants, four star ex-players, including Inia Bola, were presented with 

Legends’ medals by the FFA president Mr Rajesh Patel.38 

A depressing example of an indigenous Fijian star ex-player who ventured into national-

league team management is Semi Tabaiwalu. He was manager of Ba from 2007-2010 (four 

years) and he secured all of the available titles at least once (Ba won the Fiji FACT in 2007 

and 2010; the BOG each year from 2007-2009; the IDC in 2007; and the national-league in 

2008 and 2010). He was then deposed, for personal and political reasons; his eviction shows 

the power of cultural hegemony since Tabaiwalu arguably was too outspoken and hence he 

was not seen to respond appropriately to Fiji-Indian cultural cues and norms and perhaps, as a 

non-Indian, he was judged more harshly.  

 
Dyer: Semi [Tabaiwalu] won many tournaments for Ba and then they pushed him out.  

Julie Sami: Yes, they pushed him out, man (source: interview by Dyer and author with Julie 
Sami, 1 October 2015).  

 

When Dyer and I brought Tabaiwalu into Ba Central Club pub for a drink on the afternoon of 

Saturday, 20 June 2015, he was nervous in entering this place of Ba Soccer influence and 

hegemony but was delighted to be back; in his own mind he was trying to recover from and 

atone for the ‘shame’ of his previous situation and it meant a lot to him to be able to hold his 

head high in this place again after a few years of quiet withdrawal.  

Of course, there have been some positive success stories involving indigenous Fijian 

managers in the national-league too, such as the case of Ba and Fiji legend Ravuama Madigi 

bringing the IDC trophy south to Rewa in 2001 during his managerial spell at the Nausori-

based team.39 The Suva and Fiji star, Tony Kabakoro, became technical advisor of the 

Savusavu (second-division) team (located on Vanua Levu), according to Dyer (source: 

author’s personal conversation with Dyer, 10 October 2015), because his success in the big-

city of Suva and with the national team gave him such a high level of subcultural capital40, 

when he returned to Savusavu, that his race no longer mattered. The Kabakoro narrative of 

‘local boy made good in the big-smoke’ was simply too compelling to reject him. However, 

as at October 2015, he worked under a Fiji-Indian president and manager.  

I was at a Fiji FACT function at the Nausori Club in 2014 and a visiting American-based 

Fiji-Indian man (‘soccer tourist’) burst into tears when he was introduced to his childhood 

idol Dyer. The race and class influences exposed here are complex as the non-footballer, a 

Fiji-Indian man able to emigrate to the U.S.A., and afford trips back to Fiji, is in a far more 
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privileged position than is footballer Dyer who is a subsistence farmer and assistant headman 

at Nakavu Village, Nadi. This story, which reflects ‘lived’ rather than ‘official’ 

multiculturalism in the Fijian context, shows that Fiji soccer connects people across race and 

class. However, the story can be interpreted in different ways. Although Dyer felt honoured 

at the time, was the American Fiji-Indian simply in tears because he had connected to some 

part of his own past which he had begun to appreciate more after moving to America? 

Incidents such as these, although heart-warming and charming, must be interpreted against 

the background of the local societal context where life-chances and pathways are influenced 

very strongly by the related aspects of race and class.41 

Some quotes from ex-players follow: 

 
The admin is not fair. They are not giving the [indigenous] Fijian boys the chance to take up 
positions in admin or as manager or coach (Inia Bola, indigenous Fijian, ex-Ba and Fiji player, 
17 June 2015). 
 
There is a racial feeling in the game now; it is not good for the sport (Julie Sami, Fiji-Indian, ex-
Ba and Fiji player, 1 October 2015). 
 
Author: Nowadays we see very few indigenous Fijians at district games but Henry tells me it 
was different in the 1980s. Why is this and can it be changed? 
 
Meli Vuilabasa: It can be changed. There are so many Fijians who are educated now. When they 
see things they can make out what is happening. Even the uneducated can understand. In Fiji 
Football [FFA] there is not a single administrator who is [indigenous] Fijian. At the district 
level there is only a few. Of the eight districts there are two Fijian coaches and few or none in 
the administration. The people feel that the game does not belong to them (source: author’s 
interview with Meli Vuilabasa, indigenous Fijian, ex-Ba and Fiji player, 2 June 2015). 
 
Author: What is your comment about the fact that indigenous Fijian players seem to find it 
harder to become coaches and officials than Fiji-Indian players do? 
 
Semi Tabaiwalu: Because us Fijian boys we are very good at heart. We work straight, we talk 
straight; we don’t know all these things about the economic and monetary side of playing dirty. 
This always enabled the Indians to run the show and we let them run the show. A good example 
is about our former friend and player George Koi. He was the first Fijian (apart from the 
Indians) to become a vice-president of Fiji Football. This may have been in the late-1990s to the 
2000s, I cannot remember exactly. In his first year he started to find about how Fiji Football was 
working. He found out certain detailed facts about the Association and they were worried about 
this guy. He was removed after three months in office (source: author’s interview with Semi 
Tabaiwalu, indigenous Fijian, ex-Ba and Fiji player, 20 June 2015). 

 
 

Because he is a Fiji-Indian, Julie Sami’s comment (above) is particularly important; he was 

chosen for interview by Dyer and I because we wanted to interview as many as possible ex-
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Ba and Nadi players who played in the 1982 IDC Final and, because I also wanted to look at 

the race issue, I wanted to interview at least one Fiji-Indian. 

Another racial or ethnic aspect, which might surprise many people, should perhaps be 

mentioned here. When Fiji was scheduled to play Tahiti in the 1983 South Pacific Games 

final in Samoa, players from the English-speaking regions (Fiji, Solomon Islands, Papua New 

Guinea), from a variety of men’s and women’s sports, supported Fiji, as an ex-English 

colony. By contrast, the strong Tahiti team of the era was favoured by players from the 

French-speaking regions of New Caledonia, Tahiti, and Vanuatu; whilst Tongans were 

supporting Fiji as their island neighbour (source: author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 

2014). To add further confusion into the mix, the German manager of Fiji, Gutendorf, seemed 

to tap into existing anti-French sentiment by requesting that only one French-nation official 

be used in the final because of fears of bias against the ex-English colony countries (source: 

author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 2014). So we see here colonial-era rivalries and 

identifications being reproduced and acted out by indigenous players, from both the English- 

and French-speaking camps of nations, in a post-colonial setting. 

The 1983 South Pacific Games also featured a group of senior Fiji players absenting 

themselves to go drinking late one night whilst the tournament was still in progress (not 

known to the press) and a riot amongst players on the field in the final, after a decision by a 

French-speaking nation official (source: author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 2014). 

Because of the riot the title was awarded to Tahiti which was leading Fiji 1-0 at the time of 

the riot (source: author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 2014). Perhaps both the drunkenness 

and the riot can be viewed as protests against powerlessness and regimentation. The drunken 

players were all indigenous Fijians while the team officials were Fiji-Indians, and the 

manager was the German Gutendorf, so everybody had the opportunity to play the roles in a 

drama equating to popular perceptions about racial stereotypes.  

The four players returned late at night, drunk, to the camp.42 This event took place four 

days before the semi-final versus New Caledonia; the players had been permitted to leave the 

camp for two hours’ break but had to be back there by 8.00 p.m. The four players who 

extended their drinking session returned to camp at 10.00 p.m., which was two hours after 

deadline. Their Fiji-Indian Muslim teammate, Mohammed Salim, was asleep by the door, and 

the players whispered for Salim to open the door for them. Not being a drinker that night, 

Salim can be viewed as a type of Muslim religious figure who can provide the ‘sinning’ 

players with quick entry back into the camp; as a teammate of theirs, they had much in 

common and apparently equal status in camp (but not in the broader society where the status 
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of Fiji-Indians is higher). The manager Jahir Khan (Fiji-Indian Muslim and a police 

inspector) knew what was happening and slept with his body across the door so that the 

whispers for Salim would be to no avail. Khan then interrupts this ritualistic behaviour, in 

schoolmasterly neo-imperialistic fashion, by asking the players to ‘go and have a good sleep 

and wait for tomorrow’ when some punishment and/or penance would be handed out. Dyer, 

who was one of the players, praised Gutendorf, when recounting these events in May 2014, 

saying that he (Gutendorf) put the offending players through an extra rigorous training 

session the next day as ‘punishment’ but did not make the issue public, preferring to deal 

with it in-house (source: author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 2014). As a result, everyone, 

very importantly in the Fijian context, was able to keep their ‘face’ and self-respect. As a 

police inspector, Khan was able to smooth things out with the Samoan police after the riot in 

the final against Tahiti so that all of the Fiji players could exit the country without any 

charges being laid against them (source: author’s interview with Dyer, 14 May 2014). 

Although the players enjoyed their night of drinking, perhaps it could be seen as either 

Gramscian resistance or carrnivalesque behaviour (depending on the motives of the actors 

involved, if any).43 The players knew that, outside of soccer, they and their communities are 

not viewed with much respect in Fiji and their futures held out the promises of poverty and 

(in western terms) unemployment. There was no industry where ex-players could get rich in 

the media as places were few and money was low. Early big wins, 10-0 versus Solomon 

Islands and 6-0 versus Vanuatu44, had increased the players’ self-confidence and encouraged 

a more relaxed attitude, if not a celebratory attitude, at that point midway through the 

tournament (even though the Tahitian side of that era was very strong and the two sides had 

yet to meet). Fijian players’ drinking overseas also was a feature of the unsuccessful 1985 

winter tour of New Zealand where Fiji lost all three matches against the host nation. Players 

rarely, if ever, get to travel overseas other than because of sport. They want to celebrate and 

there may also be a residual bitterness that, only via sport and in sport, can they escape their 

positions in the social hierarchy and see the world. Therefore, they go for broke, have a good 

time, and break free of enforced discipline from their ‘superiors’. However, the players’ 

drunken behaviour reinforced Fiji-Indian stereotypes of indigenous Fijians so, arguably, it 

was self-defeating. The riot against the French-speaking nation match officials is even more 

complex, and suggests perhaps subconscious internalization of colonial-era prejudices which, 

back then, helped to reinforce cultural hegemony by means of divide-and-rule. 

Few indigenous Fijian players from the 1980s were able to secure long-term employment 

through soccer and most remain as subsistence farmers in Fijian villages today. One 
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exception is the ex-Ba and Fiji player, Vuilabasa, who was able to get a job at ANZ Bank45 in 

Ba Town, a job which he held for many years, as a result of his Ba Soccer connections. He 

was able to put pressure on the administration, in the right way and at the right time, when Ba 

Soccer wanted to retain his services into the future. However, the main impetus came from a 

Ba supporter named Ganen Singh (see quote below). Vuilabasa had gone to play and coach in 

Vatukoula and Vatukoula had just lost the play-off final for a place in the national-league 

first-division against Ba (last-place team in the first-division). Ba wanted Vuilabasa back as it 

was impressed with Vuilabasa’s efforts for Vatukoula. Other players, unfortunately, lacked 

either the persistence and/or the timing of Vuilabasa. Figure 1 depicts Henry Dyer (left) and 

Meli Vuilabasa (shirtless) at the latter’s village near Ba Town on 2 June 2015. 

 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

 

Vuilabasa comments as follows: 

 
Author: Is it true that [Ba Soccer president] Vinod Patel got you the job in the bank? 
 
Vuilabasa: There was one guy who was working with BNZ (Bank of New Zealand, now ANZ) 
called Ganen Singh. He came down and saw me and asked me why I don’t come back to play 
for Ba. I had left Ba to play for Vatukoula. I said OK. Then I came down and started playing. 
He asked: “How far did you go in education?” I said: “Form 6.” He said: “Did you pass?” I said: 
“Yes.” He said: “Get your certs [certificates] and we will get you a job in the bank.” Ultimately 
I got a job in the bank. All of the business houses in Ba gave references for me including Vinod 
Patel. So BNZ management accepted me. I worked there for 26 years. BNZ was bought by 
ANZ. I stopped work in 2013. They gave me a package (Meli Vuilabasa, interview with the 
author, 2 June 2015). 

 

Discussion 

Sailes46 presents the following misguided arguments which have been applied in the past to 

African-American sportspersons in the U.S.A.: 

(a) Matriarchal theory where, allegedly, absent fathers in black families lead to 

sportspersons bonding with their sports coaches at high-school and college levels who 

then become surrogate fathers. This matriarchal theory may be borne out to some 

extent in the case of Dyer’s strong relationship with Tikaram, dating back to 

Tikaram’s recruitment of the then 19-year-old Dyer to his Airport Soccer Club in 

1981. Dyer’s father and mother separated when he was in primary-school (Class 4 or 

5 or aged nine- or ten-years-old) and he went to live with his grandmother in Namoli 

Village (Lautoka City). However, in his late-teens and into his senior soccer career, 
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Dyer had a strong relationship with his Anglo-Australian stepfather, the late John 

Pettitt (died 2013), who lived in Nadi Town and was the director of South Sea 

Cruises. The relationship with Pettitt helped Dyer’s mental and emotional functioning 

as it allowed him to identify with and flesh out the European part of his heritage 

which had been de-emphasized up until that point (but which had followed him like a 

shadow); 

(b) Mandigo theory: sports commentator Jimmy ‘The Greek’ Snyder suggested that 

blacks are physically advanced because ‘the slave owner would breed his big black 

with his big woman so that he could have a big black kid’.47 This theory seems to 

have only limited relevance to Fiji. Dyer’s mixed-race background led to primary-

school teasing, by indigenous Fijians, which affected him mentally at the time, as he 

revealed to the researcher in candid interview (source: author’s interviews with Dyer, 

1 May, 19 and 26 June, and 1 August 2014). Arguably, too, his mixed-race heritage 

caused more suspicion to be shown towards him by Fiji-Indians, who maintain the 

post-colonial mind-set of being wary of European control of their activities, even 

though the European population in Fiji today is below 4.5% of the total. By contrast, 

inter-marriage between indigenous Fijians and Fiji-Indians even today is rare, 

meaning that these two races are largely distinct with their own religions, languages, 

customs, cultures, and even preferred sports. The skills of indigenous Fijian players 

even in soccer, let alone in the 7s and 15s codes of rugby, are often presented as being 

‘magical’. For example, Ravuama Madigi’s goal in Fiji’s 1-0 win over Australia on 

26 November 1988 is often perceived in these terms. Singh’s Fiji Times match-report, 

on page 32 of the Monday, 28 November, 1988 newspaper, was entitled: ‘Ba Magic 

lifts Fiji to Victory;’48 

(c) Psychological theory whereby it is believed by some individuals that African-

Americans lack the intellect or emotional control required of sports leaders. Fiji-

Indian stereotypes of indigenous Fijians as being lazy and ill-disciplined and prone to 

drunkenness (or at least too committed to customary traditional obligations and 

commitments) mirror white stereotypes about black footballers referred to in prior 

literature. Although deliberate conscious racism is probably not commonplace, the 

culture in the game is imbued with a ‘racial feeling’, to quote the ex-Ba and Fiji 

player (and Fiji-Indian) Julie Sami, and is exclusionary in its effects and 

consequences. Hence indigenous Fijians tend to believe that ‘it is not their sport’ and 

that ‘the sport is not for them’. As an example of a discriminatory practice outside of a 
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sporting context, Dyer explained to the author that Fiji-Indian taxi-drivers often refuse 

to pick up indigenous Fijian passengers at night in front of pubs known to be 

frequented by a mostly indigenous Fijian crowd, such as Renee’s Pub and Hostel on 

Naviti Street, Lautoka and Hunters Inn Night Club, housed inside the Lautoka Hotel 

compound, around 400-500 metres away on Waterfront Road / Tui Street. Taxi-

drivers use stereotypes about indigenous Fijians and their lack of self-control and 

money after a night out on the town to justify discriminatory practices in picking up 

or rejecting of potential passengers. Although this story is anecdotal, an indigenous 

man named Mr Bola, who was drinking with the author at South Seas Club in Lautoka 

City on 31 July 2019, said that Renee’s had closed because the owner refused to 

utilize the services of an indigenous manager. However, a previous indigenous 

manager had been well-liked and highly respected by the customer base. Those Fiji-

Indians preferring a kinder approach might point not to laziness or drunkenness but to 

concerns that indigenous Fijian men of a certain age and standing in their 

communities spend too much time on customary traditional obligations, such as visits 

to other villages for events such as weddings and funerals. Village fundraising is a 

constant duty and responsibility, since the government only matches funds already 

raised by villagers; the help of ex-star players is vital for the villagers as these ex-stars 

tend to be able to receive higher donations for fundraising purposes than those people 

not known beyond the village boundaries. It is often also then pointed out to the 

hearer(s) that this time away means that such men may need to leave their jobs for 

days at a time on short notice and hence they will let their employers down. However, 

indigenous communities generally understand that villagers often have important 

responsibilities in secular employment outside of village boundaries and have to be 

away often; as long as the person is seen to be generous with time and money in and 

for the village, and maintains a humble spirit (Proverbs 16:19 and Isaiah 57:15, King 

James Version), time away from the village earning the money is not seen as a 

problem; 

(d) Dumb Jock theory which states that African-Americans enter further education as 

athletes and cannot match non-athletes academically. Similarly, in Fiji Islands, there 

is a widely-held perception that Fiji-Indian and Chinese students are more 

academically talented and hard-working, on average, than indigenous Fijian children. 

At the University of Fiji49, the percentage of indigenous students rises every year, but 

is not yet 50%, and many of the students are villagers awarded places in exchange for 
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the University of Fiji being located upon indigenous-owned land. Therefore, it is 

perceived by some people that indigenous Fijian ex-players might not be suited to 

careers in soccer management or administration. Dyer told the author how he regrets 

that he was not educated beyond high-school level but mentions that the Namoli 

Village culture did not encourage children to work diligently at school-work (source: 

author’s interviews with Dyer, 1 May, 19 and 26 June, and 1 August 2014). Even 

today, cramped living conditions and poverty often mean that village-based students 

cannot find a quiet place to study or reflect and few families have the money, space or 

inclination to buy study desks and desk-lamps for each school student; 

(e) Genetic theory which claims that African-Americans allegedly have more white 

twitch muscle, which thus allows them to run faster in short-distance races, whereas 

whites have more red twitch muscle allowing them to perform better in long-distance 

running. The relevance of this genetic theory argument to Fiji soccer has already been 

discussed above when I referred to perceptions that indigenous Fijian players are 

stronger and bulkier than their Fiji-Indian counterparts but are also praised for their 

allegedly ‘magical’ execution and skills as in the case of Madigi’s goal versus 

Australia and indigenous Fijians playing 7s rugby. I also referred to perceptions that 

indigenous Fijian children are perceived to be less academically talented and less 

hard-working, on average, than their Fiji-Indian and Chinese counterparts. Because of 

this, indigenous Fijian ex-star players are rarely perceived as being suited to careers in 

soccer management or administration after their playing careers are over, which is a 

form of ‘covert stacking’ in my opinion. Stereotypes of indigenous Fijians as being 

lazy, prone to drink and/or too committed to customary and traditional activities, 

which involve days off work at short notice, are also problems that ex-players face 

and clearly these perceptions create a culture in the sport which is ultimately 

exclusionary in its effects and consequences (even when no ill-will is present).  

Indigenous Fijian ex-players perceive that the strength of the national team in the 1980s was 

largely due to the customary and traditional community links among indigenous Fijians in the 

western part of Fiji. This common perception among indigenous Fijian ex-stars can be 

viewed as either Gramscian resistance or carnivalesque behaviour50 designed to undermine 

Fiji-Indian control of the sport. Since such control is unlikely to be challenged in the 

foreseeable future, these carnivalesque assertions do little more than raise the self-esteem of 

those people making the utterances. The strongest national-league teams of the early- and 
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mid-1980s, Ba, Nadi, and Lautoka are all based along a 61.5 kilometre stretch of coastline in 

the north-western quarter of Fiji’s largest and most populated island, Viti Levu, and the 

national sides of that era were typically made up of a majority of players coming from these 

three teams (and nearly all these players were indigenous). This fact can be used in support of 

the theory that the ex-players had ‘special understandings’. However, we must bear in mind 

the possibility that this theory could reflect white and Fiji-Indian stereotypical imaginings of 

indigenous Fijians which the latter group has self-internalized.51 

Indigenous Fijian traditional beliefs (now mixed and merged with Christianity) result in 

the ex-Ba and Fiji player of the 1980s, Semi Tabaiwalu, only half-jokingly, attributing Nadi’s 

success in the early-1980s as being due to the traditional Fijian gods of the Nadi region. Ex-

Nadi and Fiji player, Dyer, laughed and chuckled on this day of our interview with Tabaiwalu 

on 20 June 2015, but he did not contradict him. Figure 2 depicts Henry Dyer (left) and Semi 

Tabaiwalu in Ba Town on 17 June 2015.  

 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

 

As Dyer explained to the author: 

 
The [indigenous] Fijians believe that, before Christianity came, they had their own ancestral 
gods. Those gods had power and gave them strength. The Christians today (the orthodox ones) 
treat the Fijian ancestral gods as demons. However, the real native iTaukei person (the hard-core 
villager) still believes that the ancestral gods exist even though he goes to church. He can mix 
them with the Christian God in his understanding of the world (interview, 23 April 2015). 
 

Nadi’s self-confidence can be linked back to the fact that the Paramount Chief in Bau 

(Cakobau) ceded control of Fiji to the British in 1874 without the approval or consent of the 

Nadi Paramount Chief (or various other Paramount Chiefs) (source: author’s conversations 

with Dyer, 22 July 2017 and 1 August 2019). This historic fact, which led to the war by the 

(then) Hill Tribes referred to by Turner52, caused these Hill Tribes to take up residence in the 

Nadi area; they displaced the previous inhabitants who had to flee to the outer islands where 

they remain today despite their occasional efforts to relocate back to their original territory in 

Viti Levu (source: author’s conversation with Dyer, 1 August 2019). Nadi’s initial rejection 

to the secession has seen Nadi become the centre of an almost rival power base and territory 

to Suva located in Western Fiji. Nowadays Suva has governmental power whereas Nadi has 

the airport and tourism dollars which creates a power balance of a kind between the Centre 
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and the West. Nadi’s righteous indignation and sense of regret at having lost something 

significant long ago still appears to inspire and resonate with the players today.  

Please note that this article is not intended as an attack on the Fiji-Indian custodians of the 

sport. As they have done in the spheres of religious and educational institutions, dating right 

back to the girmitya days, the Fiji-Indians have succeeded in building robust, versatile, and 

pragmatic institutions which have served the country very well. The soccer bodies throughout 

Fiji are no exception, as they have continued to operate despite formidable obstacles over the 

years, including poverty, geographic isolation, mass emigration, feudal mindsets, inter-ethnic 

suspicion, Australia’s exit from the Oceania Confederation, and four military coups. The 

national-league kept running during the year of the first two coups (1987),53 which was also 

the year when mass emigration of Fiji-Indians began in earnest. However, the final set of 

matches took place early in calendar year 1988. The IDC was cancelled for only the one 

year54 and, during that year, the Fiji soccer regulatory body was viewed with suspicion as a 

hotbed of political dissent.55 As Prasad explains: ‘[T]here were those who were not happy 

with the “show must go on” official line of the national [soccer] body.’56 The Colonel 

Rabuka regime, which prioritized indigenous rights and identity (unlike the 2006 coup which 

was about fostering multiracialism), regarded every Fiji-Indian organization as being, almost 

by definition, hostile to indigenous causes. Although the Fiji soccer organizations are not 

perfect, the conditions in which they have had to operate have been challenging indeed. 

 

Match Report: Fiji 3, Newcastle United (England) 0, 1985 

One of the most legendary games in Fiji soccer history was the 3-0 friendly match win over 

England’s Newcastle United at Prince Charles Park, Nadi, on Sunday, 26 May 1985.57 The 

match was played in the afternoon, in extreme 34 degrees Celsius heat and humidity (the 

ground had no floodlights back then), and the home team put on an extremely strong and 

committed performance against a Newcastle United squad which struggled badly in the heat. 

Scorers for Fiji were Kelemedi Vosuga aka ‘Cheetah’ (Lautoka Blues) in the 10th minute; 

Rusiate Waqa (Nadi) in the 15th minute; and Sam Work (Lautoka Blues) in the 60th 

minute.58 The tall and well-built Nadi goalkeeper Savenaca Waqa put in a legendary 

performance to keep a clean sheet against classy English first-division opposition. 

 

Insert Table 1 about here 
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The researcher Bill Murray has said that the 3-059 score line in this game indicates a thorough 

and convincing win; it cannot be easily explained away by luck or refereeing decisions.60 Fiji 

Times journalist Charles Chambers, in his official Monday match-report, which appeared in 

the 27 May 1985 newspaper, nominated Vosuga, Abdul Manaan, Henry Dyer, Ivor Evans, 

and goalkeeper Savenaca Waqa, ‘who pulled off some daring saves’, as Fiji’s best players, 

while he suggested that George Reilly and Nell McDonald were Newcastle United’s best.61  

We can see here the subtle shift in the balance of power in Fiji domestic soccer since 1982 

as two of the goal-scorers (Vosuga and Work) were part of the strong Lautoka Blues team of 

1984-1985 (IDC champions 1984 and 1985, BOG champions 1985, national-league 

champions 198462) whereas only R. Waqa was from Nadi. In a recruiting coup at the Sugar 

City (Lautoka), Nadi star Dyer was then brought back to play for the team which represented 

the city where he had grown up and first been spotted as a talented primary-school junior.  

Dyer comments on this game as follows (source: interviews with author, 8 May, 15 May, 

and 26 September, 2014): 

 
Kelemedi “Cheetah” Vosuga, Rusiate Waqa (the striker), and Sam Work scored for Fiji. This 
game was like the climax of my career. After leading against Newcastle I could feel that they 
were dancing to our tune. So we played with more rhythm. I was dictating play from the right-
flank. At one stage, towards the middle of the second-half, it just came to my mind what the 
German coach [Rudi Gutendorf] had taught us at training (although he had already left by this 
time). When you are winning or in control of a game you are the King of the Pitch. So I used 
this teaching at that instant in time by passing while in defence to the goalkeeper Savenaca 
Waqa and yelling at Savenaca Waqa not to clear the ball but to pass back to me. We did this 
passing to each other for a couple of minutes. By this time Newcastle United had fallen back in 
defence because of our attack. Because of what we had done, me and the goalkeeper, this made 
the crowd shout and cheer for us because we had controlled the game (Henry Dyer).  
 
I could see the frustration in the Newcastle United players’ faces. … I remember Peter 
Beardsley had deft footwork and soccer skills that made us dance around him in defence. He 
had no problem in getting the ball away (Henry Dyer). 

 
 

Dyer mentions that, after the game, his mother remonstrated to him (she had attended the 

match with Dyer’s stepfather John Pettitt) as she thought it was unsportsmanlike and risky for 

him and goalkeeper S. Waqa to pass the ball back and forth to each other in defence, it had 

never been seen in Fiji before (source: author’s conversation with Dyer, 3 August 2019); this 

tactic was part of the Gutendorf legacy of possession play; the aims were to stretch the other 

team’s formation out of shape and to gain some mental dominance. Star goalkeeper S. Waqa 

made the following comments in interview with Dyer and the author in Nadi Town on 27 

August 2015: 
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Author: Do you remember making many saves that day? 

S. Waqa: Yes. 

Henry Dyer: How about the skills of the Newcastle team? 

S. Waqa: Now, when I see them on the TV, I remember that time when they came to Fiji. It 
takes my memories back. I am amazed today that we could play at that level. That is the history. 
Nowadays we [Fiji team] are just kick-and-run. 

 
 

Somewhat foolishly, from the self-interested perspective, the second game was played in the 

capital-city Suva, in the south-eastern corner of the main island (it often rains in Suva in the 

middle of the year whereas Western Fiji is hot and dry), and with a 7.30 p.m. kick-off. 

Newcastle won the second game (held on Tuesday, 28 May 1985) 2-0, in moderate 

conditions compared to the first game. But the moral victory and the series were both won by 

Fiji. The goal-scorers for Newcastle were John Anderson and an 18-year-old Paul 

Gascoigne.63  

Dyer comments about the second game as follows: 

 
We had some chances, some good chances in fact. It was just not our day. The game was even 
but they just had the finishing skills. Only in some aspects of the game I could tell that their 
level of play was a bit higher than ours. This is what they capitalized on. The crowd cheered us 
until the end as they knew we had a chance. The players were happy not to lose by more goals. 

 

Unlike Australia’s Frank Arok in 1988, the Newcastle manager, Willie McFaul, was 

circumspect, modest, and generous when he praised Fiji’s efforts and said that two of Fiji’s 

players, Dyer and Ivor Evans, could succeed in the English first-division.64 However, Dyer 

says that, though he was honoured by the recommendation at the time, nothing came of it and 

no approaches were ever made to him. It was a different time, pre-internet and mobile 

phones, and England was half a world away; the time was not ripe. In Dyer’s words, his voice 

tinged with regret: ‘I was unfortunate not to strike up a contract with an overseas club.’ 

Nadi’s official team doctor in the 1980s, Dr Raymond Fong, commented: ‘Henry was at the 

wrong place at the wrong time. He could have been a successful player in Europe. … If there 

had been money to be made in the game then his life would be much different now’ (source: 

interview with author, 24 July 2014). 
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Conclusion 

T.W. Adorno wrote that the culture industry within capitalism ‘impedes the development of 

autonomous, independent individuals who judge and decide consciously for themselves’.65 In 

a sense, we see the custodians of the sport in Fiji imposing Indian / Hindu / Muslim cultural 

values upon indigenous Fijian players. Whilst the indigenous ex-players attempt various 

types of resistance and carnivalesque inversion, this does not have the ability to allow more 

of them to enter management and administration, at the top level, and so we have covert 

stacking. Fiji-Indians’ concept of ‘secular’, ‘location’, and ‘identity’ are imposed upon 

indigenous Fijians; there are now no village-based clubs in the Nadi Soccer Association club 

competition, after the demise of Sweats and Tanoa, but indigenous Fijians’ lives, identities, 

and communities are village-based. By contrast, Fiji-Indian clubs, as with Fiji-Indian-

administered schools, tend to be based around a town or district, a religious grouping 

(Muslim, Sangam, Arya Samaj) and/or some other sub-category which indigenous Fijians 

cannot relate to. Soccer’s administration creates alienation, but it is as feudal as it is capitalist, 

with its own personal fiefdoms and agendas. Dominated groups in Fiji society (and in soccer) 

include working-class Fiji-Indians and indigenous Fijian villagers. 

The 1983 South Pacific Games protest and riot in Apia shows the internalization of 

imperialistic ideologies, i.e. the demonization of other foreign powers so as to inspire loyalty 

which has had a subconscious impact. Even today a framed portrait of the Queen has pride of 

place in the main bar at the Fiji-Indian Muslim controlled South Seas Club in Lautoka City. 

Indigenous Fijian players’ reference to their ‘special bonds and understandings’ is a way 

to undermine Fiji-Indian control of soccer. Fiji-Indians, in turn, try to undermine any left-

over European heritage and influence in the game. Drunkenness on tour undermines 

regimentation and control; a form of staged protest at the lack of control and inequalities in 

life outside / after sport (as in West Indian cricket and a character like Viv Richards66). 

Making heroes out of the deceased indigenous Fijian stars, Joe Tubuna and Jone Nakosia, 

whilst ethically a noble gesture, subtly rejects Fiji-Indian heroes of the game who are left out 

of the narrative (as being, by implication, uninteresting and less skilled).  

Drunkenness confirms stereotypes and so rebounds painfully in the long-run where 

drunkenness continues as myth and legend recalled by all parties at various times and for 

various purposes. The prior researchers’ argument that blacks adopt ‘cool pose’67, because 

that is what whites expect and so white expectations are internalized68, can be seen in our 

example of the four drunken players at the 1983 South Pacific Games. All four were of 

indigenous Fijian heritage (or self-identified that way in the case of the mixed-race players) 
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whereas the other player involved in the drama (not drinking) and the manager were Fiji-

Indian Muslims and the manager was a police inspector. Each person acted out their pre-

assigned roles in the drama reflecting the various common stereotypes evident and expected 

in Fiji society (drunken indigenous stars / goody-goody minority Muslim teammate caught 

between two loyalties; and Fiji-Indian Muslim manager acting in a schoolmasterish, but not 

unkind, way). The German Rudi Gutendorf also plays his own unique role in the drama, 

adding some further anti-Frenchness into the mix. Ultimately, his clever treatment of the 

dissidents allows everyone to save ‘face’. He was well-suited to Fiji.  
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Table 1 – Fiji versus Newcastle United, 26 May 1985 

Fiji (2) 3 Newcastle United (0) 0 
Vosuga 10, Rusiate Waqa 15, Work 60.  
Fiji: Savenaca Waqa, Stan Morrell, Abraham 
Watkins, Henry Dyer, Kevereli Salesi, Abdul 
Manaan, Meli Vuilabasa, Sam Work, Rusiate 
Waqa,  Kelemedi Vosuga, Ivor Evans. 
 

Newcastle United: Martin Thomas, 
Malcolm Brown, Wesley Saunders, Gary 
Megson (Kenny Wharton), Jeff Clarke, Glen 
Roeder, Neil McDonald, Tony Cunningham, 
George Reilly, Peter Beardsley, Paul 
Gascoigne (Derek Wright). 

Yellow-carded: Ivor Evans for tripping 
Reilly from the back. 

Neil McDonald for pulling Meli Vuilabasa’s 
jersey from the back. 

Venue: Prince Charles Park, Nadi.  
Referee: Gopalan Kanna.  
Crowd: 5,000.  
Weather: Fine.  
Linesmen: Hari Raj Naicker and Mahendra 
Singh. 

 

Manager: Billy Singh (Fiji). Willie McFaul (Newcastle United). 
 Sources: Chambers, C. ‘Fiji Team thrash Newcastle United’; Masih, P. ‘McFaul Praises Fiji Duo’. 
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Notes 
                                                 

1. Across the country as a whole, in 2016, the ethnic make-up of Fiji was as follows: 
Indigenous Fijians 56.8%, Fiji-Indians 37.5%, Rotumans 1.2%, and Others 4.5% 
including Europeans, part-Europeans, other Pacific Islanders, and Chinese (source: CIA 
World Fact Book, 2016). Most Fiji-Indians are descendants of the indentured labourers 
brought from India to Fiji by the British between 1879 and 1916 to work on the sugar-
cane plantations. 

2. Giulianotti, Sport, 74. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Loy and McElvogue, ‘Racial Segregation in American Sport’. 
5. Maguire, ‘Sport, Racism and British Society’. 
6. Giulianotti, Sport, 74. 
7. Hallinan, ‘Aborigines and Positional Segregation in the Australian Rugby League,’ 

‘Aboriginal Involvement in Elite Football’. 
8. Miller, ‘The Anatomy of Scientific Racism’. 
9. Duncan, ‘Babysitter’; Thomson, ‘His Own Doing’. The 22-year-old Morelos had scored 

23 goals for Rangers by 10 February of the 2018-2019 season but, by that date, had also 
conceded four red-cards and 15 yellow-cards (Provan, ‘It’s Gerrard Who Needs Help’.) 

10. Rugari, ‘The Forgotten Story of … the Socceroos’ Defeat to Fiji’. 
11. Ibid. 
12. Managers at the 2019 Battle of the Giants held in July-August were: Lautoka: Aginesh 

Prasad, Nadi: Pranesh Amarsee, Tavua: Anand Sami (interim), Suva: Kamal Swamy, 
Rewa: Pita Rabo (indigenous Fijian), Nasinu: Tagi Vonolagi (indigenous Fijian), Labasa: 
Roneel Lal, and Ba: Shalen Lal (sources: various articles in Fiji Sun and Fiji Times).  

13. Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 100. 
14. Population figures are 2018 estimated figures sourced from the following website: 

http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/fiji-population/ (accessed July 27, 2018). 
15. Source: http://www.rsssf.com/tablesn/nz-intres-det80.html (accessed September 29, 

2018). 
16. Sources for 17 November (versus New Zealand) and 19 November 1988 (versus New 

Zealand) match results: Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 116; 
http://www.rsssf.com/tablesn/nz-intres-det80.html (accessed September 20, 2018). 
Sources for Australian game score and venue: Hay and Murray, A History of Football in 
Australia, 210; Prasad, Celebrating 70 Years of Football, 48 and Appendix VII, 94; 
Rugari, ‘The Forgotten Story of … the Socceroos’ Defeat to Fiji’; Singh, ‘Ba Magic lifts 
Fiji to Victory’; Thompson, One Fantastic Goal, 201. 

17. Part-European is the official name given to those of mixed European and indigenous 
Fijian heritage in Fiji censuses and is a left-over category from the days of British 
colonial rule. It also represents a distinct community today, which exists somewhat 
separately from the other communities. 

18.  James and Nadan, ‘Fiji Soccer History 1980-1989’. 
19. Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 17-9. 
20. Gorman, ‘Indigenous Rugby League Festivals becoming the “Saviour” of the NRL’. 
21. Ibid. 
22. Regarding Australia’s ethnic soccer clubs see Gorman, The Death & Life of Australian 

Soccer; Hay and Murray, A History of Football in Australia; Hughson, ‘Football, Folk 
Dancing and Fascism’, ‘The Bad Blue Boys and the “Magical Recovery” of John 
Clarke’, ‘A Tale of Two Tribes’, ‘The Boys are Back in Town’, ‘Australian Soccer’s 
“Ethnic Tribes”’; James et al., ‘Where to now, Melbourne Croatia?’; James and Walsh, 
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‘The Expropriation of Goodwill and Migrant Labour in the Transition to Australian 
Football’s A-League’; Kreider, A Soccer Century, Paddock to Pitches; Lynch and Veal, 
Australian Leisure; Nimac et al., More than the Game; Warren, Sheilas, Wogs and 
Poofters. 

23. Lautoka Blues dominated the competition during its (Lautoka’s) glory years, 1938-1959 
(Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 103). Since then it has only recaptured 
its brilliance in short spurts such as the 1984-1985 team. As at 1 August 2019, the former 
Lautoka star Wally Mausio was a regular customer at the Lautoka Club in Lautoka City. 

24. James and Walsh, ‘Islamic Religion and Death Metal Music in Indonesia’; Kahn-Harris, 
Extreme Metal; Thornton, Club Cultures. 

25 . At the time of the 2000 coup, a number of assaults, burglaries, and other violent offences 
were committed against Fiji-Indians (Trnka, ‘Violence, Agency and Freedom of 
Movement’, 279). The tale of the time was that it was ‘angry Fijian men’ who were 
responsible for all of the attacks. Although the crimes ceased, the image of the ‘angry 
Fijian man’, who poses a threat to Fiji-Indians, and especially to Fiji-Indian women, 
remains a constant stereotype and bogeyman figure within Fiji-Indian society (Ibid, 281). 
In one tragic case, on 26 June 2005, three Fiji-Indian sisters, Aashika Sherin Lata (aged 
19), Renuka Roshni Lata (aged 18), and Radhika Roshni Lata (aged 17), disappeared 
near Rakiraki; the man probably behind their disappearance and probable murder was a 
Fiji-Indian, Dip Chand, aged 42 (a neighbour and family friend) (Ibid, 278). He had first 
attempted to mislead the victims’ father and police by blaming the events on ‘some 
Fijian men’, ‘several Fijian men’, and ‘three Fijian men in a boat’, the alleged 
perpetrators remained crucially unidentified by Chand apart from their race and gender 
so as to play into prevailing local fears (Ibid, 278-9). 

26. The Gujaratis were the main sub-set of Fiji-Indians who arrived as free settlers, rather 
than as girmityas or indentured labourers, and they quickly established themselves as the 
shopkeeper class. 

27. The Singapore ruling regime, with its principles of neo-liberalism, hyper-capitalism, 
meritocracy, and multiracialism, has become a role model for the Fiji First government. 

28. Giulianotti, Sport, 56-7. 
29. For the purposes of this computation, I classify Ba’s Bale Raniga as Fiji-Indian although 

he was of mixed indigenous Fijian and Fiji-Indian descent. For Nadi, I classify Dyer as 
indigenous Fijian. 

30. Alawattage and Wickramasinghe, ‘Appearance of Accounting in a Political Hegemony’. 
31. Source: https://sociologydictionary.org/hegemony/ (accessed September 18, 2018). 
32. For more information on the Fiji village system, see James and Leung, ‘On the 

Relationship between Catholicism and Marxism’, section 2, 171-8; and the November 
2005 special issue of Fijian Studies: A Journal of Contemporary Fiji which was about 
gender issues in the island nation. 

33. Bourdieu, Distinction, The Field of Cultural Production; Kahn-Harris, Extreme Metal; 
Thornton, Club Cultures. 

34. For an excellent discussion of the organizational culture of the Fiji military, and how that 
culture is inextricably tied to indigenous identities, see Teaiwa, ‘Articulated Cultures’. 

35. S.M. Singh, as he was commonly known, managed the Fiji national team from 1960-
1976. As an 18-year-old, he played in the first ever IDC tournament in 1938 (Prasad, The 
History of Fiji Football Association, 126).  

36. Giulianotti, Sport, 70, emphasis added. 
37. Ibid, 79. 
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38. Sources: Chand, ‘Passion and Pride for Football’; and pictures in the Fiji Times of 

Tuesday, 30 July 2019. 
39. Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 166, 173-4. 
40. James and Walsh, ‘Islamic Religion and Death Metal Music in Indonesia’; Kahn-Harris, 

Extreme Metal; Thornton, Club Cultures. 
41. Giulianotti, Sport, chap. 5. 
42. According to Dyer, the players who went for the drinking session outside the camp were 

the late Joe Tubuna, Upendra Choi, Semi Tabaiwalu, and Henry Dyer. 
43. Giulianotti, Sport. 
44. Prasad, Celebrating 70 Years of Football, 43 and Appendix VII, 95. 
45. The Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, commonly called ANZ, is the 

third largest bank by market capitalization in Australia. 
46. Sailes, ‘The African-American Athlete’, 190-6. 
47. Quoted in Wiggins, ‘Great Speed but Little Stamina’, 179. 
48. Singh, ‘Ba Magic lifts Fiji to Victory’.  
49. The University of Fiji was opened in December 2004 and was set up by the Hindu 

religious group Arya Samaj. It is located on the Queen’s Highway in Saweni, between 
Lautoka and Nadi (around one-third of the way towards Nadi if you depart from the 
Lautoka side). 

50. Giulianotti, Sport, 53-7. 
51. Ibid. 
52. Turner, ‘Wild and Domesticated’, 379. 
53. Prasad, The History of Fiji Football Association, 113. For coup-leader Colonel Sitiveni 

Rabuka’s worldview and justification for the 1987 coups see Dean and Ritova, Rabuka. 
54. Ibid, 112-3. 
55. Ibid, 113. 
56. Ibid, 113. 
57. Kelly (‘Meet Malcolm’) lists the match date as Saturday 25 May, but this is contradicted 

by the Monday 27 May Fiji Times match-report (and one other article) which both refer 
to the match as having taken place ‘yesterday’ (see Anonymous (‘Joy for Billy’) and 
Chambers (‘Fiji Team thrash Newcastle United’) who both refer to ‘yesterday’). The 
front page of the Monday 27 May 1985 Fiji Sun also confirms that the match took place 
‘yesterday’ (Anonymous, ‘3-0’).  

58. Chambers, ‘Fiji Team thrash Newcastle United’. Rusiate Waqa was a crowd favourite of 
the Fiji-Indian supporters throughout his sterling career. The nickname bestowed on him 
by the Fiji-Indian fans, Waqan (pronounced “Wang-un”), was even used in the media 
reports of the era. Dyer suggested to the author that the indigenous Fijian players felt that 
this was disrespectful because Waqa was his real name and Waqan was not a Fijian name 
at all; Waqan shouldn’t have been used in the media reports in place of Waqa. 

59. Ibid; Prasad, Celebrating 70 Years of Football, 44.    
60. Source for Bill Murray opinion: Comment from the floor, Sporting Traditions XX: Old 

Stories-New Histories conference, Darwin, Australia, 30 June-3 July 2015. 
61. Chambers, ‘Fiji Team thrash Newcastle United’, 24. 
62. The other annual knock-out cup competition, the Fiji FACT, commenced only in 1991. 
63. Kelly, ‘Meet Malcolm’; Singh, ‘Newcastle Gain Sweet Revenge’. 
64. Masih, ‘McFaul Praises Fiji Duo’. 
65. Adorno, The Culture Industry, 106. 
66. Beckles, The Development of West Indies Cricket, 87. 
67. Majors, ‘Cool Pose’. 
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68. Giulianotti, Sport, 76. 
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